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The Head Cheerleader (The Long
Journey Book 1)

Leah Mason goes to Temple High. She's not the prefect student and with it being her senior year
she is putting it nicely slacking off. What happens when Nicole Meadows the head cheerleader
starts hanging around Leah? Will Leah be able to stop the feelings that start to develop or is she up
for a heart ache?
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Oh btw SPOILER ALERTSo either the author wrote this brillant story that was just too lonh and the
editor for some God forsaken reason edited out all the passage of time clues.Or the author said
screw time. I mean it was day two and she went from crying cause someone threatening to out her
to her outing her self. Her parents went from not liking homosexuality to being understanding in less
than an course of conversation. She submitted herself to major surgery, which the book made seem
like an uncomplicated in and out process.And even before the end of the book we are talking major
commiment.The story seemed like it would have been great if it was over the span of couple of
years though. So its not a complete waste.

I'm not sure if this is a book by a first time author or a middle schooler. I felt like I was drowning in

grammatical errors & unrealistic...EVERYTHING. The book seems to be written in the most
disjointed vernacular on earth. I suggest running through a few proofreads prior to uploading.
Hopefully books later in the series are or will be an improvement.

Not sure if it was the copy or editing, but this book had many grammatical errors and large blocks
where the story was either missing or incomplete in the telling. Hopefully, if the author continues the
story or has already, it will flesh out the characters and add substance to an otherwise basic book.

I know this author personally and this book is one of my favorite's by her. I hope many more people
will purchase this book an yes she is new to the whole author thing so don't give her to harsh of
view's but I promise this she'll have more books out if more review's come out. I am excited my best
friend actually has a book out an it is one I have read also loved.

I could not get myself to even finish because it was that bad. Spelling and grammar errors all over.
Terrible
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